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Stop Lifting Servers The Old Fashioned WayStop Lifting Servers The Old Fashioned Way

Reduce Installation Time By 75%

Reduce Lost-Time Injuries

One Tech Can Safely Complete Installs

Rotates 360̊ In A 2-Tile Aisle
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Easily lift 650 lbs. with manual server lifter RL600S or 
get a RL600C customized for hot/cold rooms or PODs 
made to your specifications.

Safety Features include auto-locking hand winch that 
brakes instantly when handle is released. Safety straps 
fasten RackLift to cabinet and wheel brakes engage 
during lifts. 
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VVesatile feature set - Lift table inserts the load forward 
23 inches into the cabinet. RackLift spins 360̊ in a 2-tile 
aisle for easy maneuverability.
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RL 600S Easily Lifts 650 PoundsRL 600S Easily Lifts 650 Pounds

Anixter is a trademark of Anixter Inc.Anixter is a trademark of Anixter Inc.

TMTM

Once the device was mounted, these parts had to be painstakingly reinstalled.  RackLift™ eliminates this 
unnecessary, time-consuming ritual by enabling one tech to install a fully assembled device from beginning 
to end in half the time that previously took multiple employees. 
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Until RackLift™ came along the old way of doing things was to 
remove heavy components like power supplies and fans from 
devices to lighten the load for manual lifting by several technicians. 
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Serious Gains:Serious Gains:


